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What is insulated glass? 

Insulated glass or windows are constructed of 

two or more pieces of glass that are separated 

by an air space. The glass is bonded with 

sealants designed to keep the glass together 

and moisture out.  The space between the glass 

becomes the insulating “dead air space”. Some 

windows are filled with an inert gas like argon 

to improve the insulation rating. Others have a 

thin film to reflect the radiant energy from the 

sun.  Most have a desiccant in the frame to 

remove residual moisture as a result of the 

manufacturing process.  

Is there a difference between Insulated Glass 

and Thermopane windows? 

No, insulated glass (IG) can also be referred to 

as “thermopane” or “double pane” windows.  

You may also hear the term  “Low E” which 

refers to the film between the glass that reflects 

the suns radiant energy.   

Why do these Windows fail? 

On a daily basis, IG windows are exposed to a 

ranage of weather conditions and 

temperatures. The window assembly (glass, 

frames and seals) react to the changes in 

temperature by expanding and contracting. This 

daily cycling is called solar or thermal pumping. 

Overtime the seals will deteriorate and the 

thermal stress will result in small cracks in the 

seal that will allow air to enter and exit between 

the glass panes resulting in increased mositure 

levels. Eventually the desicant will no longer be 

able to absorb the excess moisture and the 

water will condense and from droplets on the 

inside of the glass or the window will appear 

foggy. 

The materials used in manufaturing the window 

assembly can also play a part in seal failures.  

Vinyl framed windows expand and contract at a 

higher rate then metal or wood windows and 

may be prone to a higher failure rate. 

Iinstallation practices and location can impact 

the performace of the windows. Improper 

installation can lead to premature failures. 

Windows on the sunny side of the home are 

likely to fail early, as well as, windows exposed 

to excessive water or are missing provisions for 

water management like weep holes.  

How do you detect IG seal failures? 
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Windows should be inspected at different times 

of the day 

and under 

different 

conditions. 

The 

windows 

should be 

cleaned on 

the inside 

and outside to avoid confusing dirt and exterior 

water as moisture between the glass panes. 

Look for water droplets, rust on the frame 

between the panes and foggy or misty windows 

when exposed to direct sun.  

 

Other detection methods are possible but 

usually 

require 

specialized 

equipment 

and 

inspection by 

an 

experienced 

contractor. 

 

The Home Inspector called out several 

windows in their report but I’ve noticed 

several others that were not mentioned?    

Condensation is not always visible. If the failure 

is recent it may not be obvious since 

condensation is not yet forming.  Windows 

inspected on a cold or overcast day may not 

exhibit sings of failed seals.  Dirty windows and 

rain can mask evidence of failed seals. The time 

of day can impact the inspection. Windows that 

are in the shade and later are in direct sun light 

may not show signs of failed seals. 

If your inspector called out one or more 

windows with suspected or evidence of failed 

seals you should expect that there is a strong 

possibility that others may exist and were not 

evident at the time of the inspection.  Having all 

the windows inspected by an experienced 

glazing contractor is always the best approach. 

Be especially vigilant on older homes, if the 

window are or appear to be original to the 

home then you should suspect that seal failure 

will eventually occur and it may be sooner then 

expected.  

The windows are not that bad what if I do 

nothing? 

If allowed to continue, window condensation 

will inevitably lead to irreversible physical 

damage to the windows. Overtime this will 

appear as riverbedding and/or hazing. 

Riverbedding occures when the condensed 

water forms dropplets that run down the length 

of the window. As the water decends it follows 

a narrow path and with time will etch grooves 

in the glass surfaces. 

Hazing results when minerals contained int the 

water vapor are deposted on the glass surfaces 

and build up as the water cycles from liquid to 
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vapor. Additionally, the desicant once saturated 

can result in flaking between the panes. 

Eventually these conditions will become so bad 

that the window will always be hazy and have a 

frosted look which resticts seeing in or out of 

the windows.  

While rare there have been reports of windows 

imploding under exteream conditions as a 

result of failed seals.  

The homeowner and their agent say the 

windows are functional and working what 

should I do? 

Since the windows open and close properly, the 

glass is not cracked or broken, you can still see 

through them and they are keeping the 

elements out the homeowner will claim they 

are functional and do not require replacement.  

 

We suggest you remind them that these are 

insulating windows and windows with failed 

seals will not provide the insulating values as 

intended by the manufacture. This will result in 

increased energy usage and cost. Additionally, 

the conditions will continue to get worse with 

time and eventually replacement will be 

required.  In short the windows are not 

functioning as designed and intended by the 

manufacture and should be replaced.  

 

Should the entire window be replaced? 

The majority of the time the glazing assembly 

can be replaced leaving the window frame and 

sash intact.  However, occasionally  

replacement of the sash and glazing as a unit 

may be necessary.  

 

We recommend that you consult with a full 

service glass company.  Companies that only 

provide replacement windows as their primary 

business should be viewed with caution as they 

are in the replacement buiness and most likely 

will want to upsell and replace all of the 

winodws and sashes at a considerable expense. 

 

If the windows are old and have numerous 

failed seals then full replacement and upgrading 

may be the best option.  However, you should 

anticipate that the seller may not agree to 

replacement of all the windows.  

  

As always we recommend you consult with a 

qualifed full service glazing contractor to 

determine the best replacement options and 

costs.  

  

Are there other repair options? 

There are companies that offer restoration 

services and claim that they can repair a missy 

window through a defogging process. 

There is a debate among professionals as to 

whether this process is a suitable repair for 

windows that have failed seals, of if it merely 

removes the failure symptoms allowing for 

cosmetic improvements. It can also be debated 

if this process restores the insulating value of 

the original window. There is also skepticism on 

the long term effectiveness of this repair 

method. 
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Will my homeowner insurance cover repairs or 

replacement of the windows? 

Typically, no as most insurance policies only 

cover conditions that are sudden and 

catastrophic and do not cover items for normal 

wear and tear or aging.  

The agents said they may be covered under 

the manufactures warranty? 

 Warranties can vary greatly depending on the 

specific product level and the manufacture. 

Some will cover replacement of the window 

assembly but not its installation or removal. 

Other will cover a full replacement.  

Request a copy of the warranty or 

manufacture’s information from the 

homeowner. Ask that they contact the 

manufacture to determine if the warranty 

applies to the windows in the home. 

Always ask for written confirmation of the 

manufactures commitment to replace the 

windows, the scope of the service provided and 

the time frame that can be expected for repairs 

or replacement to occur. 

How long should IG windows last? 

As with all products there are different qualify 

levels. Generally, less expensive windows will 

have a shorter warranty and a higher failure 

rate then more expensive top of the line 

products.  

 

 

More Information 

Karsey Glass 

 

https://www.karseyglass.com/

